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For the past years, the interest in the use of Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) has been increasing

due to the multiple research topics provided by the field of aerial robotics. Conversely, vehicles

are susceptible to failures or malfunctions. Consequently, one main emergent research topic is
the detection of a safe landing spot in these emergency scenarios. Therefore, this paper exposes

and details the multiple techniques that attempt to solve the problem of landing site detection.

This paper aims to present the current literature with several sensors that can be used to solve the
aforementioned problem. Finally, the paper presents our proposed approach with some preliminary

results in simulation.

1. Introduction

In recent years, the research and use of UAVs, commonly known as drones, have been in-

creasing substantially due to the large set of research topics, such as hardware development,

human-system interaction, obstacle detection, and collision avoidance.1 These vehicles con-

sist of an aircraft that can be remotely operated by a human operator or execute a mission

autonomously.2 In the latter case, the degree of autonomy and the mission which they are

capable to achieve depend on the sensors used and the level of on-board processing.

In terms of categorization, there are several ways in which UAVs can be classified: aero-

dynamics, landing, weight and range.3 Generally, the classification regarding their aerody-

namics is commonly used. For instance, there are fixed-wing, flying-wings and flapping-wing

vehicles in which their wings are the main factor to generate lift. On the other hand, there

are other types such as helicopters, a quadcopter that uses multiple rotors to produce forceful

thrust. Most of the current vehicles can be defined within those categories.4

Given the numerous UAVs with multiple sensors, motors and design configuration, they

present applicability in several kinds of operations, such as search and rescue,5,6 delivery,7

surveillance,8 inspection and interaction with the environment.9,10 Considering the appli-

cation scenarios, there are missions where the UAV must fly in civilian airspace, i.e., they

must fly over populated areas. However, they are susceptible to external disturbance or elec-

tromechanical malfunction. As a matter of fact, there are different failures scenarios that

could impact the operation thus leading to an emergency landing: software and hardware

errors, energy limitation, loss of communication, Global Positioning System (GPS) failures

and environment factors.

In this type of scenario, the UAVs must safely land in an area that minimizes damage

to the robot and won’t cause any injury to humans. Therefore, estimate a reliable landing

spot is essential to safe operation. The problem of emergency landing can be branched in

different steps: fault detection, detection, and evaluation of landing spot, path planning, and
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Fig. 1. Conceptual approach for Emergency landing spot detection with a UAV.

landing control. There are considerable works related to the different branches and the aim

of this survey is to analyze the numerous methods regarding the detection and evaluation

of the landing site. Despite the excellent survey from Kendoul,11 Kong,12 Gautam13 and

Jin,14 the focus of their research were vision-based algorithm and control techniques for

landing systems. For this reason, this work focus on different sensors based algorithms to

the detection and assessment of the landing site in an emergency scenario.

Following this motivation, the paper outline is as follows. In section 2 we present the

problem of landing spot detection. Then, we present the algorithms that use Light Detection

And Ranging (LIDAR) as the main source of data in section 3. In section 4, vision-based

methods are exposed. Section 5 presents works a set of sensors, such as Radio Detection And

Ranging (RADAR), LiDAR and cameras to improve the reliability of the detected landing

site. In Section 6 we present our algorithm and some simulation results. Finally, in section

7 we discuss the several methods presented and some conclusions.

2. Problem Formulation

The problem of landing site detection is subdivided into two parts: detection of a potential

landing zone and assessment of the area. Considering that, the algorithm process sensor

data to extract terrain information and applies a set of conditions to evaluate the suitability

of the area. These conditions are typically restraints on the surface. The reliability of a safe

landing site depends on two main factors, the distance of the aircraft to the landing site and

the ground conditions. The ground conditions are all the factors that are relevant when the

aircraft is in contact with the ground. Examples of the conditions that must be considered

are:

• The slope of the plane;

• The roughness of the area;

• The size of the spot;

• Presence of obstacles;

• Distance to UAV Position.

Considering the multiples sensors that can be mounted in a UAV, there are multiples

approaches to solve the described problem. For instance, LiDAR sensors provide a point 
cloud that can be processed to extract terrain features. On the other hand, cameras produce
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a 2-D representation of the world that a generally segmented to obtain useful information

or to realize a 3-D reconstruction.

3. LiDAR Landing Detection Systems

It is established in the literature that LiDAR sensors can provide accurate data about the

environment and their scope of applicability ranges from terrestrial robots to aerial robots.

Johnson et al.15 developed in 2002 a system that uses LiDAR data to detect obstacles

and safely land spacecraft on Mars. Their system is based on geometric analysis of terrain

characteristics. After generating a 2.5-D grid map to represent the terrain, it computes a

Least Median Square estimation to fit a plane in a grid cell. The selection step is based on

constructing a landing cost map given terrain roughness and incidence angles and choosing

an optimum landing site.

Another algorithm that uses LiDAR data is presented by Whalley et al.16,17 and Taka-

hashi et al.18 The author proposed a method that analyses a 3-D point cloud generated by

a LiDAR to autonomously determine possible safe landing sites. The classification of the

landing spots is realized by computing the plane of a set of points and applying geometrical

constraints. These constraints are the slope of the computed plane that must be below a

limit, the roughness and proximity of hazards and obstacles. The safe landing algorithm

maps the 3-D point cloud data from each LiDAR scan on a grid. Next a square sliding win-

dow with the size of a landing area moves along the grid to compute the slope and roughness

at each point. Then, the slope and roughness are analyzed to determine if the window is a

feasible landing spot. After the entire grid is covered and the statistics are calculated, the

optimal landing point is chosen. An optimum point has the minimum value of the sum of

weighted roughness, slope, and distance.

A navigation system proposed by Chamberlain et al.19 allows a full-scale unmanned

helicopter to fly through unmapped terrain, detect and perform a safe landing without

human control or input. Their algorithm is described in Scherer et al.20–22 and consists of

two evaluation steps based on geometrical features. The first step, labeled coarse evaluation,

takes a 3-D point cloud registered in global coordinates as input to build a grid map in

which each cell contains points and statistical information, such as mean, minimum and

maximum height, number of points. Then, a first filtering step is applied where cells with

standard deviation in z larger than a threshold are rejected. A plane fitting is applied to

compute slope and roughness and find potential landing sites. In the final step, denoted fine

evaluation, a 2-D Delaunay triangulation of the potential landing sites data is built and used

to determine the intersections with the landing skids and computing the roll and pitch of the

aircraft. Finally, the volume between the triangulation and a 3-D model of the helicopter is

calculated. The value of the volume is used to predict bad contact and as another measure

to classify the landing site. They realized experimental tests in urban and vegetated areas

where their system was able to detect safe landing sites. The drawbacks of the algorithm

are the detection of false positives in water and the rejection of potential landing sites in

low vegetation.

The problem of considering low vegetation as roughness is addressed in Maturana and

Scherer.23 The authors proposed a 3-D Convolutional Neural Networks to detect landing

zone for small UAVs. The algorithm incrementally creates a volumetric density map from

the point cloud stream. The xy plane of the map is subdivided into non-overlapping tiles

and for each tile, the terrain surface height is estimated. These sub-volumes are the input

of the trained neural network. Finally, the output of the algorithm is the reliability rating

of the analyzed sub-volume regarding the feasibility of land. With this approach, they were

able to detect small obstacles presented in vegetation.
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The work of Lorenzo et al.24 in 2017 presents an algorithm for landing site detection in 
parallel on manycore systems. Their proposal is tested on several sets of data with different 
characteristics. First, the 3-D points of the point cloud are sorted to their x coordinates and 
then to their y coordinates. Second, a read-only octree is built to hasten the neighborhood 
search.25 The next step of the algorithm is to fit a plane in a neighborhood larger enough 
for the aircraft using Principal Component Analysis (PCA).26 The normals to all points are 
computed in parallel. Finally, a quality rate is assigned to the plane regarding the slope, 
roughness, skid landing requirements and presence of obstructions.

4. Vision Landing Detection Systems

In addition to the use of LiDAR, the vision system has been the most popular approach to 
detect and assess a landing spot. There are multiple strategies to land a UAV using vision-

based algorithms. The focus of this survey is the works related to landing on an unknown 
or partially known site as it is the most likely to happen in an emergency. However, other 
strategies for known environments are landing on a marker, runway or a moving platform.12 

The cameras have the advantage of being inexpensive and lighter compared to LiDARs. In 
Garcia-Pardo et al.,27 a safe landing site is an area that is big enough for the helicopter to 
land and is clear of obstacles. Their algorithm assumes that contrast in an image is higher 
near the obstacles. Therefore, it searches circular areas in an image in which pixels have a 
level of contrast below a maximum value.

The work developed by Bosch et al.28 presents a method to detect landing areas au-

tonomously using monocular images. The algorithm applies a homography estimation pro-

cess to select points that lie in a plane. Then, a dense correlation technique is used to 
distinguish planar surfaces from non-planar areas. Finally, the information is saved in a 
stochastic 2-D grid in which each cell has the probability of being planar. However, as the 
grid has the probability of the region being flat, it is not capable of being used for other 
functions, such as obstacle avoidance.

Another technique used to detect landing spots is machine vision. In Fitzgerald et al.29,30 

and Mejias et al.,31 a machine approach is used to locate safe landing areas for UAV forced 
landings given aerial imagery. The first step is a preliminary site selection in which a Canny 
Edge Detector and line-expansion algorithm is applied to generate two binary images. These 
images are fused and processed to generate a preliminary map where the safe and unsafe 
areas are labeled. The second step consists of classifying the type of surface and build a 
coarse slope map. Finally, an optimum landing map is built by fusing the previous maps 
using fuzzy linguistic as decision method. The work is later extended by Warren et al.32 in 
2015. The 2-D points in the preliminary maps are projected into a 3-D world model using 
the camera pose and intrinsic model, accounting for the terrain ruggedness. Then, a 3-D 
reconstruction using Structure-from-Motion is realized. Finally, the algorithm applies a 3-D 
surface analysis regarding size, local obstacles, terrain smoothness to select the landing spot.

Eendebak et al.33 proposed in 2013 an algorithm for emergency landing selection in real-

time operations. The author aimed to detect landing zones considering moving objects. The 
authors used Background Estimation34 on stabilized video and then compared the difference 
between the current frame of the video and the background estimate to detect moving objects 
and structures. A binary image is generated indicating obstacles and a distance map to all 
detected obstacles is built. The maximum distance in the map is computed and chosen as 
the landing site.

In 2013, Shen et al.35 used cameras to acquire visual information and detect emergency 
landing sites autonomously. The method was validated in offline experiments. First, the 
ground in the image is identified by applying a hierarchical elastic horizon detection al-
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gorithm. After the horizon is detected, a Canny Edge Detector is applied to assess the

roughness of the area. Furthermore, the terrain image is clustered in several clusters using

the K-mean clustering method. Then, the clusters are processed and analyzed to detect the

potential landing spot.

Forster et al.36 proposed an elevation map-based technique to landing spot detection

for micro aerial vehicles using a monocular camera. The images from the camera and the

vehicle’s pose are combined to build a depth map. Moreover, an elevation map is generated

and updated given the resulting maps. In the selection step, the authors considered a landing

spot as a flat surface with a radius that depends on the size of the vehicle.

Recently, Hinzmann et al.37 developed a vision-based algorithm to detect landing spots

in unknown environments at run-time. The proposed algorithm applies a segmentation tech-

nique to a camera image and classifies the resulting segmented regions as ”grass” or ”not

grass”. Then, 3-D reconstruction and consequently 2.5-D elevation map algorithms are re-

alized given the potential landing sites from the segmentation step. The optimum landing

site is chosen given terrain characteristics, such as slope and roughness, Finally, a distance

map is built.

5. Other approaches

Besides the previous works presented, other approaches have been proposed in which mul-

tiple sensors are used to solve the problem of terrain assessment and safety. Serrano et al.38

proposed a combination of RADAR, LiDAR and camera and a probabilistic framework to

increase the robustness of the selection of landing spots in landed space operation. A regres-

sion algorithm is applied to fit a plane using RADAR and LiDAR range data and determine

slope and roughness. In addition, the authors used edge detection techniques to identify

craters and rocks from camera imagery. Considering the terrain features, a Bayesian Net-

works39 is used to assess ground safety. On their proposal, the potential landing quality is

modeled using terrain, available fuel, and region interest.

A similar sensor set is used by Howard and Seraji.40 In this case, three hazard maps

are built from RADAR, LiDAR, and camera and used to extract measurements and ter-

rain features. Each map is associated with a confidence variable that designates the sensor

certainty. Then, the different maps are aligned and combined into a single fused map using

fuzzy logic that represents terrain safety.

6. Proposed algorithm

After realizing a thorough study on the existing techniques, we proposed an emergency

landing spot detection system to determine potential landing zones during flight time.41 The

algorithm (see Figure 2) uses LiDAR data and a geometrical approach to extract statistics

and information of an unknown environment. Firstly, the system accumulates the point

cloud until one of two conditions is met: the traveled distance is larger than a minimum

value or the accumulated point cloud reached a maximum limit. The next step consists

of down-sampling the cloud using a Voxel Grid Filter and then structuring it by using an

octree. The potential landing spots are detected by fitting a plane using the PCA method in

a spherical neighborhood of a point. The spots are rated and stored regarding their radius

size, the standard deviation in z, the slope, the distance to the UAV and the optimum spot

is chosen. Finally, a re-evaluation is realized periodically to check if another spot is the new

optimum landing spot in case of emergencies. The algorithm performance was evaluated in

simulation using the Modular Open Robots Simulation Engine (MORSE). We developed an

environment shown in Figure 3a to simulate a bad environment with high roughness and a

few landing sites. The algorithm searched for spots with a maximum radius of 2 meters at
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Fig. 2. Pipeline of the proposed algorithm.

the plane detection step. Despite not detecting all the feasible landing sites, the proposed

system found different optimum spots as indicated by the black crosses in Figure 3b.

(a) Morse environment.
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(b) Plot results for the simulation.

Fig. 3. Simulation environment in MORSE and results plot.41

7. Discussion and Conclusions

In this paper, we present the works related to the topic of detection, selection, and classifi-

cation of safe landing sites. Some of the exposed approaches had already proposed solutions 
to overcome some limitations and drawbacks associated with the aforementioned problem. 
Considering the different sets of sensors, cameras are less expensive and lighter than other 
sensors. However, the applicability of a vision-based algorithm depends on visibility condi-

tions. Conversely, LiDAR sensors are able to overcome this hindrance and present higher 
accuracy in more challenging environments. Nevertheless, LiDARs weight and processing 
power can be a restriction to some UAVs.

Specifically, the point cloud generated by LiDAR sensors must be spatially structured. 
Data structuring allows the storage and organization of information. In this context, this 
division leads to more efficient data access and process. Generally, the method chosen for 
structuring could cause loss of information like the 2.5-D grids and planes projected images. 
In order to overcome this hindrance, one proposal is to use an octree to structure the point
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cloud.

Regarding the detection of landing spots, the basis of the detection algorithm is to

identify a plane on the surface. Several techniques for real-time implementation of those

algorithms search for geometrical features, such as slope and roughness, to classify suitable

landing sites in a point cloud. This approach does not present the need to train the algorithm

when compared to approaches based on neural networks and machine vision. According to

the exposed works, the detected spots must be classified on different levels considering

the feasibility of landing. Hence, the final classification depends on terrain conditions, the

presence of obstacles, distance to the UAV, remaining power and trajectory conditions.

Considering our proposal, the algorithm is also able to detect landing spots and periodically

sort them during the operation.

Finally, there are still some provoking topics: developing an efficient algorithm that

runs in real-time given limited computational power; optimize the process of classifying

landing spots considering the various factors that can influence the decision process; how to

distinguish false positives, small obstacles.
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